
BMW RT/LT Mirror Leash 
 
Applies to: K75RT K100RT K100LT K1100LT 
 
Introduction 
 
Since the RT/LT breakaway mirrors generally stay on pretty well, this modification isn't really necessary.  However, I like to lane 
split while riding in California and the possibility of accidentally knocking a mirror off and losing it in traffic makes me nervous. 
 
Materials: Two 12" Stainless Steel Fishing Leaders 
I use the thinnest I can find.  These are black coated ones. Use diagonal cutters to cut the tackle off of the ends like the lower one in 
the picture below. Be careful to cut just the tackle, not the loops at the ends. 

 
 
Step 1: Remove Mirror From Fairing 
Hold the body of the mirror in one hand so it won't fall to the ground and smack the outer edge of the mirror body from front to back 
with the other hand to remove the mirror. 
 
Step 2: Remove Mirror Glass From Mirror Body 
Do not try to pry the mirror glass out from the sides as increases the chances of cracking it and wasted a trip to the BMW dealer for 
a $50 part. Place a towel on a hard surface.  Grab the mirror with both hands and, with the glass side facing down, slam the mirror 
down HARD. It may take a few tries to get up the nerve to slam it down hard enough but momentum should pop out the mirror glass 
onto the towel without breaking it. 
 
Here's a quick YouTube demonstrating the technique: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6_Co_JmwrE 
 
Step 3: Drill Pilot Hole 
I used the smallest drill bit I have at an angle to get a straight line from the hole in the lower rear mounting clip into the recess where 
the mirror glass resides. 

 
I did this so I could get a sewing needle and thread through the mirror body in order to pull the fishing leader through. 

 
 
 



 
Step 4: Enlarge Pilot Hole 
The pilot hole is too small to pull the fishing leader through so I enlarged it from the inside using a 1/8" drill bit. (If I'd used the 1/8" 
bit to drill the pilot hole it would not have been able to be angled enough to go to the inside of the mirror glass recess.) 

 
Step 5: Pull Leader Through Hole 
I used a needle and thread to pull one end of the fishing leader through the hole in the mounting clip into the mirror glass recess. 

 
Step 6: Secure Leader to Mirror 
I removed the lower inboard screw for the mirror glass mounting plate, added an M4 washer and put the screw through the end of 
the fishing leader before putting the screw back in. Voila! A leashed mirror! 

        
Step 7: Tie Knot In Leash 
I tied a knot in the leash close to the mirror so that when I push the slack into the mirror when mounting it back on the fairing it will 
disappear into the body of the mirror and not go in with the mirror glass. 

 
Step 8: Secure Other End Of Leash To Fairing 
I removed the lower front mounting stud from the fairing and put it through the loop in the other end of the leash before reinstalling 
the stud. 

 



 
Step 9: Mount Mirror Back On Fairing 
Holding the mirror close to the fairing, push the leash slack into the mirror. The easiest way I've found to reinstall RT/LT mirrors is to 
get the bottom two clips lined up with their studs and then rotate the mirror up while pushing it onto the fairing.  Be careful not to tip 
the bike over when doing this. 
 
Step 10: Reinstall Mirror Glass 
Holding the body of the mirror with one hand, push on the CENTER of the mirror glass with the other hand to reinstall it. If you try to 
install it by pushing on the edges then there's a good chance that it will crack.  
 
 
 


